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Abstract: There are many factors (energetic, entropic, and kinetic) which have 
to be taken into account within a theoretical concept for molecular recognition. 
In this paper a model scenario is presented in which these different 
components are transferred to a representation for which human pattem 
recognition abilities can be used. It is demonstrated in particular that the van 
der Waals surface of molecules can be used as a screen for the representation 
of information pattern (electrostatics, local hydrophobicity, surface topography, 
molecular flexibility, etc.) which are relevant in molecular recognition 
processes. The technology of modem graphics workstations allows us to "see" 
a molecular scenario from the point of view of a molecule and to interact with 
this virtual world in a natural way. It is shown that this interaction with 
simulated molecular reality is not restricted to a local computational 
environment. New network communication techniques can be used to provide 
chemistry related information. A new approach is based on the virtual reality 
modelling language (VRML) which extends the world wide web (www> 
interface to visualize three dimensional (3D) scenarios and interact with the 
basic elements. It is demonstrated that the human recognition abilities can be 
transferred, at least partly, to a formal algorithmic concept by using fuzzy 
logic. 

I. Introduction 
The specific recognition of a molecule by a molecular scenario plays an important role in many 
chemical processes, it forms the basis for highly specific reactions in biochemistry and catalysis. 
There is a large variety of different factors (energetic, entropic, and kinetic, etc.) which come into 
play in a conceptional model approach to describe the recognition in a proper way (1). From a 
thermodynamic point of view the specificity of a receptor can be measured by a sub-group A of 
molecules it recognizes (at a given level of affinity defined by a certain AG value) among a larger 
ensemble B of molecules which in principal have to be considered. This type of recognition is often 
related to the key and lock image which was first introduced by Emil Fischer (2) in 1894 but this 
association is not always suitable. The equilibrium constant K, taken in the direction of an 
association of a molecule to a receptor complex is (for simple processes) equal to the ratio of two 
kinetic constants, the association constant k,,o,, and the dissociation constant k,,,,, 
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56 J. BRICKMANN 

The key and lock analogon works only in those cases when the association constant determines the 
selective recognition. In many biological reactions, however, the dissociation constant may become 
more important for the specificity than the association constant (1). In these cases the key and lock 
image breaks down. 
In this paper we will consider the recognition problem from a bit different point of view. According 
to the formalism of information theory the specificity of a certain class out of a set B of molecules 
with respect to a given receptor can be measured by the expression (1) 

where the dimensions dim (A) and dim (B) are simply the number of different molecules in the sets 
A and B, respectively. High specificity results in high values of S, .  It is obvious that this value 
drastically depends on the way set B is defined. If, for example, an antibody may selectively bind 
two of 20 different steroids, one has S = Jog(20/2) = 3.32, if, however, 512 potential binding 
partners are considered S = Jog 256 = 8 results. As long as set B can be well defined as in the case 
of the steroids, the numerical value of S is useful for the characterization of the receptor selectivity. 
In many cases this is, however, not possible. Two simple examples may demonstrate this fact. If 
one asks "how selective is the sweetness receptor with respect to the known sweetener one may 
easily determine the dimension of A but there is no simple selection criterion available for the B 
because the known sweetener (succrose, sucralose, saccarin, acesulfam etc.) belong to quite different 
classes of molecules. The situation becomes a bit simpler when two classes X and Y of molecules 
are compared with respect to the same reference set B. In this case one has 

AS = S, - S, = log(dim(X)/dim(Y)) (1.3) 

i.e. the dimension of B does no longer occur. This situation is realized when the size selectivity of 
two molecular sieves (two zeolites, for example) with respect to organic molecules is compared. 
There is possibly a method available to count all organic molecules with a minimum diameter which 
does not exceed given values (for set X and set Y) and so determine the dimensions of X and Y. 
In general the classification problem is not an easy task. 
This paper does not concerti the question whether the kinetics of the association or the dissociation 
are the selectivity determining factors but it deals with the classification problem, i.e. with the 
question of how to define the set A and the reference set B (see above). This problem is strongly 
related to the question of molecular similarity, i.e. instead of considering a set of molecules which 
belong to a certain molecular class (the steroids for example) we are looking at the molecules which 
belong to a certain class "from a molecule's point of view". 
This work focusses on two aspects of the problem: 
(i) How can the molecular principles of molecular similarity recognition be transferred into a 
scenario wherein human pattern recognition abilities can be applied? 
(ii) How can strategies of human recognition be used for the development of algorithms which can 
be applied in molecular recognition processes? 
The paper is organized as follows. In section I1 new instruments of man-machine communication 
in molecular science are described. The concept of molecular surfaces is introduced. These suifaces 
are considered as the interface between different molecules or between a molecule and its solvent. 
The section also deals with some visualization techniques and the mapping of patterns on molecular 
surfaces. With the new virtual reality modelling language (VRML) the 3D information on the 
molecular scenario can be distributed easily on the World Wide Web (WWW). Section I11 deals 
with the generation of information which can be mapped on molecular surfaces in order build up 
a convenient scenario for the recognition process. In section IV it is demonstrated, that the methods 
from fuzzy logic can be very useful in the classification problem mentioned above (see point (ii)) 
while in the final section V some conclusions are drawn. Some applications are given and are 
documented in the figures. 
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11. Man-Machine Comtnunication Technoloey in Molecular Science 
The human abilities for pattern recognition can only be successfully applied in the field of molecular 
recognition (see point (i) above) when there are procedures and tools available which allow a 
transformation of the molecular scenario into one which can be manipulated under visual control. 
This can be realized on the basis of the concept of molecular surfaces with the aid of modem 
graphical workstations and new computer network technologies. These conceps are briefly described 
in the follcwing. 

2.1 Molecular Surfaces 
All intermolecular interactions can be adequately described, at least in principle, by 
multi-dimensional scalar- and vector-fields representing the energetics of a molecular system as 
functions of intermolecular distances and orientations as well as intramolecular structur data. The 
visualization of these fields, however, has to be done on the basis of a 3D-picture or 2D-projections, 
because the pattern recognition ability of human beings is strongly related to the 2D- and 3D-world. 
Consequently, the multidimensional field has to be reduced to a 2D- or 3D-representation. In 
molecular science this can be done in many different ways. 
We will not describe all the different possibilities of molecular visualizations in this contribution 
but restrict the discussion on inolecular surfaces and the mapping of molecular properties on these 
surfaces. 

n 

Fig. 1 Hard sphere model of a molecular surface (a) and contact surface (b) the 
contact suiface is generated by rolling a test particle (sphere) over the hard 
sphere model. 

A molecule 'sees' the surface of another molecule as a smooth object. Such a surface can be 
generated by rolling around another hard. sphere model particle on the hard sphere model surface 
(see fig.1). 
This model which was first introduced by Connolly (3,4) forms some reference standard for 
molecular surface generations in  many molecular modelling packages like the MOLCAD program 
(5 )  which was developed in the Darinstadt group of the author. The contact surface representation 
gives the chemist some insight into the molecular shape as it would be seen from a particle of given 
size, Modem workstation technology allows the real time manipulation (translation, rotation, scaling, 
stereo projection etc.), i.e. the 3D world can be directly experienced. Surfaces generated with the 
same test particle (e.g. a water molecule with an effective sphere radius of r=1.4 A) can be 
qualitatively and quantitatively compared. Moreover, the contact surface, generated with a water 
probe, is well suited in order to discuss shape fitting (for example of two proteins). 
Formal molecular surfaces have become important tools for the interpretation of molecular 
properties, interactions and processes (6-9). A detailed review is found in (3). 
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2.2. Oualitv MaDping with Texture MapDing Technology 
The molecular surface concept is not only useful for a representation of the bukyness and the shape 
of molecules. These surfaces can used as screens for the visualisation of arbitrary properties using 
color coding techniques. Color coding is a popular means of displaying scalar information on a 
surface. As was demonstrated recently (lo), this mapping can be very effectively done by using 
texture mapping techniques which are available in modem workstations. Texture mapping is a 
technique that applies an image to an object’s surface as if the image were a decal or cellophane 
shrink-wrap. 

Fig. 2 Electrostatic potential mapped with texture mapping technology (10) onto the 
contact surface of a molecule. 

Texture mapping technology can also he used in order to filter out interactively information from 
the graphical representation (10). Filteiing property infomation on a molecular surface is able to 
generate more insight in two different ways: (i) The filter allows the scientist to distinguish between 
important and irrelevant information. and (ii) the filter puts an otherwise qualitative property into 
a quantitative context, e.g. the standard deviation from a mean value may provide a hint as to how 
accurate a represented property actually is. (see fig. 3). 
Every three dimensional scalar or vector field which may be generated 011 the basis of the position 
of atomic or molecular fragment (see section III) can be visualized by color coding on a given 
surface. 

2.3 Information Transfer on Molecular Scenarios on the World Wide Web (12) 
Since the early days of the internet, scientists have used computer networks to exchange their 
knowledge and their experiences. In the first stage, this was achieved by electronic mail. But this 
medium pennits the transport of information only between a few participants. Later, with the 
introduction of mailing lists and newsgroups questions and answeix could be shared among the 
scientific community more globally. 
With the development of the World Wide Web (WWW) in 1989 the situation has changed 
dramatically. Withiii the WWW, it is possible to exchange information in various forms. Data 
retrival can be made easily. With hyperlinks everything can be referenced from anywhere on the 
intemet. The WWW has turned the entire internet into one large storage for information of any kind. 
The new information exchange technology lhas already lead to a rapid growth of electronic 
publishing media. Not only text and static images can be submitted to an electronic journal, audio 
sequences and animations can be included as well. The formats used for images and animations are 
of pixel based nature and the representations are fixed in size and rigid in their behavior. The viewer 
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60 J. BRICKMANN 

Fig. 4 Scene from the WWW home page of the authors institution (15). It shows 
part of the Cytochrome P450 enzyme. These proteins play a central role in 
carcinogenesis and toxicology. The carcinogenic nitrosamines were activated 
by hydroxylation at the porphyrine binding site of the enzyme. To enter this 
active site located at the center distant about 10 8, from the surface, substrates 
have to pass a channel. The surface of this substrate channel is shown. The 
scene can interactively be inspected and partly inanipulated via the World 
Wide Web. 

x lbl \ 

Fig. 5 Onentarion of (-)- and (+)-adrenaline at the receptor site. (a) flat bending site, 
(b) proton acceptor site, (c) anionic group 
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Models in molecular recognition 61 

The different interaction models in this picture are not primarily related to specific structure 
elements of the adrenaline molecule but to the reaction field between the drug and the receptor. 
Molecules with completely different structure may generate very similar reaction fields. This is 
demonstrated with different sweeteners in fig. 6 where the local hydrophobicity (see below) is 
mapped on the tnolecnlar surface of different sweeteners. 

What m the properties which can be mapped onto the molecular surface in order to generate 
patterns which can be used for the similarity analysis? In the following some traditional possibilites 
as well as new concepcj are described. 

3.1 Electrostatic maps 
Molecular recognition is dominantly controlled by free energy changes 

AG = AH - TAS. AA = A U - T A S  (3.1) 

where U,H,A,G, and S are the conventional notations for inner energy, enthalpy, free energy, Gibbs 
free energy, and entropy respectively. 

The energetics can adequately be described on the basis of electrostatic interaction. Mostly the 
electrostatic potential is mapped (17). Hydrogen bond are basically controlled by electrostatic 
interactions as well, but sometimes it i$ reasonable to map proton donor- and accepter functionality 
of the atoms behind the suiface. independently (13). 

Fig. 6 Local hydrophobicity on the surface of different sweeteners. The left sides of 
the molecules are hydrophilic, and the right sides are hydrophobic 

3.2. Local hydrophobicity (18) 
Local hydrophobicity plays an important role in molecular recognition processes. It is generally 
acceuted that hvdl.oohobic interaction between two molecules is related to both, energetic and ~. - 
entropic contribution, but up to now, there is still no simple physical model available for hydro- 
phobicity and hydrophobic interaction. However, there are several attempts to define relative 
hydrophobicity values on the basis of empirical findings. 
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Quite recently an empirical method for the localisation, the quantification, and the analysis of 
relative hydropobicity of a molecule or a molecular fragment has been reported from the group of 
the author (18). Here only a short review is given. The approach is based on two concepts: 
(i) that the overall hydrophobicity of a molecule (measured for example by the logarithm of the 
partition coefficient in an octanol/water system log(P)=-RTAG,,,,,,, with the tranfer free energy 
AGtrmufer for one mole substance froin one solvent to the other) can be obtained as a superposition 
of fragment contributions, and 
(ii) that this free energy can be represented as a surface integral over the solvent accessible surface 
of the molecule on the basis of a local free energy surface density (FESD) p. This surface density 
function is represented in terms of a three dimensional scalar field which is composed as a sum of 
atomic increment functions describing lipophilicity in the molecular environment (18). The empirical 
model parameters are obtained by a least square procedure using experimental log P- values as 
reference data. It is found that the procedure does not only work for the prediction of unknown 
partition coefficient but also for the localisation and quantification of the contribution of arbitrary 
fragments to this quantity. In addition, the formalism can be used also for an estimate of the 
hydrophobicity index, a hypothetical log P- value which depends on the actual molecular confor- 
mation. 
The FESD approach as has been described above can be well used in order to predict unknown 
partition coefficients of molecules with given structure. This has been demonstrated recently (1 8). 
However, the FESD approach is not restricted to the calculation of hydrophobicity index values. The 
FESD data can be directly used in order to map local hydrophibicity onto the molecular surface and 
so give the chemist a direct insight on hydrophobic and hydrophylic parts of the molecule. This has 
been recently demonstrated by Liclitenthaler and cooworkers (19,2O) who studied the structure 
activity (sweetness) relationship of a variety of carbohydrates and other molecules. The authors 
followed the classical approach in which the sweet taste of organic compounds presumes the 
existence of a common AH-B-X glycophore (a proton donor, a proton acceptor B and a hydophobic 
group X arranged in a triangle) in all sweet substances, elicating the sweet response via the 
interaction with a complimentary tripartite AH-B-X site in the taste bud receptor but they resumed 
that this "sweetness triangle" concept only holds when the hydrophobic X-part is considered as an 
entire, obviously quite flexible region rather than a specific corner of the "sweetnes triangle": in 
sucrose and sucralose encompasssing the outside area of the fructofiiranose moiety, in fructose the 
1- and 6CH, groups in  either linked or separated form. This new concept (19,20) has been 
developed on the basis of visual inspections of the color coded molecular electostatic potential 
maps and the FESD maps and it has been tested with a variety of sweet compounds (see Fig.6). 
Most remarkably, the authors (20) found that the FESD profiles generated for the solid state 
conformation of a variety of non-carbohydrate high-potency sweeteners, such as the sulfonamides 
cyclamate, saccarin, and acesulfame, as well as structurally distinctly different dipeptides, e.g. 
aspartame, exhibite a hydrophobicity distribution strikingly similar to those observed for the sugars 
(see fig 6). 

3.3. Topographical analvsis of molecular surfaces (21) 
Two molecules of complex structure may only form a stable complex when those parts which are 
important for the binding can come into close contact. From the point of view of the molecular 
surfaces this means that both surfaces have to be compliinentary to some extent in the binding area. 
This surface complementarity can be identified in simple cases just by inspection of the 
computergraphical images, but this technique is not very usefull for systematic searches. For the 
latter a formal classification is necessary. Several methods for the characterization of surfaces in 
topological terms have been proposed (21-28). Mezey and coworkers (24) established a method for 
a topological analysis of contour surfaces and van-der-Waals surfaces represented by fused spheres. 
One approach of these authors is based on the calculation of a curvature parameter, which is used 
for the classification of certain domains of the contour surface i n  terms of different curvature 
properties. 
In a recent work from the group of the author a numerical procedure for the calculation of the local 
and global cunoriical curvuturcs (21) at each point on a surface was presented which leads to 
domains of different quality. The domains can be characterized by curvuture profiles, which provide 
information about their topology. A comparison of the profiles of different molecules is helpful for 
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the elucidation of docking procedures. The topological features of a surface can be quantified by 
the two canonical curvatures at each surface point. The canonical curvatures are defined as the 
eigenvalues of the local Hessian mutrix (i. e. the matrix of second derivatives). 
The global curvatures may be interpreted as average curvatures of the corresponding surface region. 
They disregard the detailed shape caused by atomic roughness. In other words, the surface can be 
smoothed, and the grade of smoothing depends on the choice of a selection distance fixing the area 
to be covered by the paraboloid. This enhancement of the concept of local canonical curvatures 
allows the classification and characterization of large surface regions, thus opening the possibility 
to subdivide a surface into domains specified by their area and curvatures. 
The interactive comparision of two given molecular surfaces on the basis of curvature can be done 
interactively by using two dimensional texture maps, colour coding the two canonical curvatures 
calculated for different selection distances along the x- and y-coordinate of the texture map. 
However, the inTormation from the curvature profile can be further reduced by introducing a surface 
topography index (STI) as has been recently demonstrated by Heiden (29). The surface topography 
index s, may be defined on the basis of two global curvatures c, and c2 as follows 

s = (c , -CJC,  

s = 2+(CI+C,)/C2 

s = o  

i f c ,  > 0 and c2 > 0 

if '  c, > 0 and c, I 0 arid Ic,I I Ic,I 
s = 1 +(1 -(c, +c2)/c,) if c, > 0 and c2 I 0 and Ic,I > Ic,I 

s = 3+(1 -(c,-c,)/c,) if c, I 0 and c2 < 0 
i f c ,  = c2 = 0 

(3.2) 

The STI values vary within the interval 0 I s I 4 .  Calculated from the relation of both global 
curvatures (each of which can be either concave (+), flat (0) or convex (-), where c, 2 c2 , the STI 
gives an expression of regional shape for every surface point, continuously varying between five 
basic shape descriptors: bag (+/+), cleft (+/0), saddle (+/-), ridge (O/-) ,  nob (-/-), and as a special 
case, plateau (O/O). However, an information about the absolute curvature is lost during the process 
of STI calculation. In a graphical representation this information can be added again to the 
colour-coded STI display on the molecular surface using two dimensional texture mapping 
technology, encoding the first dimension with the STI value as a colour and the second with the 
maximum of c, and c2 as the colour saturation at each surface point (29). 
Based on the calculation of regional canonical curvatures, the surface topography index, STI, gives 
a quite accurate description of local shape, relating surface regions to a set of five basic shape 
classes. As this definition of the STI - though continuous - already implies a discrete classification, 
this method is well-suited for completely automatic shape analysis algorithms. This may be 
accomplished either by keen contour cuts or - for a better characterization of local shape structures 
- by more sophisticated algorithms (using, for example, fuzzy logic strategies (30)(see next section). 
A major advantage of this shape descriptor definition is the freedom of choice of the grade of 
globality - unfortunately connected with the major disadvantage of rather large computational effort, 
which rises fast with increasing globality. 

3.4 Surface Flexibility (30) 
Despite the great usefulness of 
suffer from a severe limitation: 

the concept of surface topography descriptors, almost all approaches 
the flexibility of molecular surfaces is not taken into account. There 

is no doubt, however, that a rigid surface model does only give a rough impression of the scenario 
faced, e.g., by a ligand molecule approaching the surface of a protein. Particularly for the selectivity 
and specificity of enzymatic reactions, the flexibility of the compounds is extremely important. 
Speaking in t e r m  of the lock-and-key principle (2), neither the lock nor the key are rigid, but may 
accomodate in such a manner that optimal interaction is ensured. 
In a recent work of Zachinann et a1 (30), two methodically new approaches (termed method I and 
method 11) for the quantification and visualization of surface flexibility have been presented. The 
basic data for both approaches are supplied by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and the 
methods have been applied to the two proteins (PTI and ubiquitin). The calculation and visualization 
of the local flexibility of molecular surfaces are based on the solvent accessible surjiace (SAS) 
introduced by Connolly (3,4). 
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Method I is bases on a statistical analysis of the surface fluctuations during MD-runs taking 
periodic "snapshots" of the protein. Although applied to proteins the technique is not restricted to 
molecular systems. Any flexible surfuce may be analyzed if its position in space is well defined as 
a function of time. Method I1 (which is conceptually quite simple and needs only a few seconds 
computer time) relies on the atomic RMS fluctuations which can easily be calculated from the 
results of the MD simulations. 
This type of representation can be very helpful for the interactive study of protein docking. Even 
if two surfaces do not fit a local disagreement can be weighted from the knowledge of "local 
softness" (30). 

IV. Fuzzi Logic strategies for molecular recognition 
In the last two sections it has been demonstrated, how the molecular interactions which form the 
basis for all molecular recognition processes, can be transfered to a scenario which can be inspected 
interactively with the human senses of pattern recognition. It has been shown that, in many cases, 
microscopic information has to be averaged and thermodynamic concepts have to be extrapolated 
to a molecular scale, in order to generate pictures which can be handled properly. All these efforts 
are reasonable as long as the scenario is definitely treated with the senses of human beings. A 
typical example is the sweetness triangle concept (19,20). The strategy fails when there is a large 
variety of molecules under consideration. In this cas the interactive treatment is no longer reasonable 
and one has to deal with the question how the principles, responsible for a certain recognition (from 
a human point of view) can be transfered to an algorithm which opens up the possibility of 
transfering the vaguely defined patterns to a computerized strategy. It is known that, the dominant 
factor for the inhibition of the enzyme trypsin is the shape selectivity of a receptor site which forms 
a deep bag. A potential inhibitor has either to fit into that bag (like the benzamidine molecule) or 
it has to have a nop (like the natural trypsin inhibitor PTI) which has this ability. In order to define 
the class of molecules B which can be considered as possible inhibitors, one has to screen molecular 
shapes in a systematic manner. This can certainly be done using deterministic algorithms (21- 
28,31,32) but firstly these algorithms are quite computer time consuming and, secondly, the simple 
comparison of rigid surfaces may not be adequate to the problem. 
In the following we will focus the discussion of the recognition' of molecular surfaces, but the 
principles can be applied to a variety of different molecular properties (see section 111) as has been 
recently demonstrated by Heiden et al. (33) 
To sumarize the situation there are obviously two problems in the field of automatic molecular 
shape recognition: 

(i) How can the relevant characteristical properties of a molecular surface be classified such that 
shape complimentarity can be formulated in a way, which is similar to that controlling the 
human recognition (like: a big nop fits to a big bag)? 
How can the vagueness inherently incorporated in the definition of the surface of flexible 
molecules be included in molecular matching strategies? 

(ii) 

In order to deal with these questions one has to deal with vaguely defined objects on the one side 
and vaguely defined strategies to compare these objects, on the other. It has been demonstrated 
recently (33,34) that at least parts of the answers can be given using the technology of fuzzi logic. 
In the following two subsections it is shown that this scheme can, indeed, be adequately used within 
an algorithmic treatment of molecular recognition. 

4.1 Fuzzi logic and linguistic variables 
The concept of fuzzy logic was introduced almost 30 years ago by Zadeh [35]. Lying dormant for 
many years, it has been rediscovtred in the mid 80's for regulation in micro electronics, automatic 
process regulation or in operation research. By now, fuzzy set theory has many applications in a 
large variety of different fields. We refer to the literature [36-371 for detailed representations. Here 
we only present those concepts which are directly relevant for the molecular reconition problem. 
Fuzzy set theory may be seen as a generalization of classical set theory, each element of a fuzzy 
set A being defined by a function value x in definition space X together with its degree of 
membership to A. The latter is defined by a membership function pA(x), whose values lie normally 
within a range 0 5 pA(.u) I 1 between zero and complete membership. 
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A = [ ( .x ,pA(.x) )  I x E X) (4.11 

In classical (crisp) sets p,(x) can only be 0 or 1, while fuzzy logic allows almost any type of 
function for membership definitions. 
One of the most important tools in applications of fuzzy set theory is the concept of linguistic 
variables (LV) [33,34]. These are groups of fuzzy sets with (partially) overlapping membership 
functions over a common (crisp) basic variable x. In order to represent several classes within a LV 
the membership functions should cover all the relevant definition space of the basic variable 
x with membership function values 0 < pA(x) < 1 . (Values of 0 or 1 are assigned to the rest of the 
definition space in all membership functions). The overlap of these functions defines the fuzziness. 
Generally, a linguistic variable L,  classified by n fuzzy sets A,, can be defined as 

L = {(x,pA,(xN ,..... 1 (X,lIA,(XN I .x E XI (4.2) 

Usually, the inforination a decision should be based upon, is given by crisp function values (for 
molecular surface segmentation, this means certain scalar qualities assigned to every node point on 
a triangulated surface). Also the decision itself shall again lead to a crisp value (in this case the 
binary decision between continuation or limitation of a surface domain). However, in order to apply 
fuzzy logic tools to a problem, it has to be defined by linguistic variables. Thus decision making 
requires three steps: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

fuzzification of crisp basic variables into linguistic variables; 
fuzzy decision from different LV using fuzzy operators; 
defuzzification back to a crisp value. 

The details of these steps are discussed with the specific application patterns as far as necessary. 
For further details see ref. [37]. 

4.2 Shape analysis of molecular surfaces using linguistic variables 
The shape analysis presented here is based on the surface topography index (STI) presented above. 
Following Heiden et al. (33) a six class linguistic varable 

is introduced. The membership functions are schematically shown in Fig. 7 

s a d d l e  nob maxlC,,C,l 
bag c l e f t  r idge 

(a 1 (b) 

Fig.7 Membership functions for linguistic variables describing molecular shape 

An automatic segmentation of molecular surfaces into distinct domains can be performed using 
dissimilarity measures D introduced by Heiden et al. (33) for linguistic variables. In the practical 
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calculations we started from a representation wherein the molecular surfaces are given as a aianglc 
mesh in 3D-space with location-dependent qualities assigned to each surface point (which is a node 
between adjacent triangles) are divided into separate homologous domains. Neighbouring domains 

Fig. 8 Segmentation of the surface of the trypsin molecule into domains of different 
qualities (shown in different intensities of prey). 

differ with regard to a catain surface quality, whose value is characteristic for each domain (within 
a fuzzy limit). The algorithm is based principally on the growth of a surface domain, starting at a 
characteristic reference point (for example, the point with the highest STI absolute not yet assigned 
to another domain). Linguistic variables are assigned in advance to each surface point and are 
updated continuously for an average of tlie actual domain. Following the neighbourhood information 
given by the triangle mesh, tlie domain ends when the dissimilarity of a surface point to the domain 
average, or its direct neighbour within the domain, exceeds a given limit. The borders of other 
domains already defined also put an end to segment growth. Working its way through all hiangle 
node points sequentially, tlie program achieves complete segmentation of a triangulated surface. 
The result of the segtnentatioii is a set of surface patches of given surface area which can be uniqely 
related to the linguistic variables bag (B). cleft (C). saddle (S).  ridge (R), nab (N), and plateau (P) 
(see eq. 4.3). It has been demonsrated (33) that tlie linguistic variables can be adequately used in 
order to discuss topographical and energetical differences of proteins (for example 
Trypsinlnypsinogen) as well as coniplementarity (for example in the trypsin/pTI complex). 
Moreover, the linguistic descriptions can be well applied for first guesses in automatic docking 
procedures (34). Herein the coordinates of the centers of inasses of the surface patches are used in 
order to characterize the position of tlie domain in space. The first guess fitting of a set of domains 
from a molecule A to one of a molecule B with complementary properties is performed by matching 
the points pairwise using an analytical minimum distance least square algorithm commonly applied 
in standard molecular modelling procedures for atomlatom fittings (38). The complementvity is 
therein completely expressed in linguistic tenns. A simple example may demonstrate this: A big nob 
(at position x,) imbedded in a big l~luteuu (at x2) is matched to a big bag (at y,) imbedded in a big 
pluteuu (at yJ. One cannot expect that this type of matching leads to prediction of molecular 
complexes with atomic precision but .the effort for a systematic screening of possible arrangements 
of the two molecules (3 translational and 3 rotational degrees of freedom) can be drastically 
reduced. In order to optimize the positions of both molecules in space one has to match the 
molecular surfaces and then proceed according to energy minimization procedures. The latter are 
not discussed here. In the next subsection it is demonstrated, however, that fuzzy logic may also 
successfully be applied in suiface matching procedures. 
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4.3 Matching of molecular surfaces with fuzzy logic strategies 
Molecular surfaces as can be defined on the basis of the Connolly algorithm (3.4) (see section 2.1) 
can be well used in the interactive treatment of molecular scenarios. These surfaces are a rough 
representation of repulsive interaction of molecules i. e. two molecules can be moved towards each 
other with reasonable energetic effort as long as these surfaces do not substantially interfere. The 
situation of closest approach where parts of the molecular surfaces are in close contact can be 
realized in an interactive treatment with reasonable effort. However, there is no simple way to 
transfer this strategy to an automatic procedure. This is related to the following problems. 
(a) There is no a priori way of deciding which part of one surface should be compared with a 
particular part of another. 
(b) The surfaces of molecules cannot be uniquely defined since a given molecule's surface is 
dependent on the properties of the probe molecule (what ever the surface generation procedure may 
be). 
(c) There is no unique way to quantify the matching of two surfaces even if they are defined 
with arbitrary accuracy. 
(d) A matching procedure should take into account the "softness" of molecular surfaces. If one 
knows that a certain part of a sutface is quite flexible, one should not worry about local 
disagreement of the surfaces to be matched and take this fact into consideration when designing the 
matching strategy. 

There are a number of techniques which have been proposed to solve the surface matching problem 
(31,32,39,40) but they all suffer from the fact that an inherent uncertainty is replaced by ad hoc 
procedures. Even if the molecular surface concept is replaced by a one parameter family of 
isosurfaces (3) this does not lead to a unique matching technique. In a recent work of the author 
(34) a matching procedure has been suggested which is based on fuzzy logic in order to take the 
incertainties formulated above into account, at least in principle. This concept is based on a soft 
definition of a surface by defining membership functions (see section 4.1) p\(r) and p,,(r), measuring 
to what extent a given space point belongs to the surface and the bulk of a molecule, respectively. 
Following this concept the matching of two molecules A and B can be calculated from the Carbo 
indices (3,41) 

and 
(4.4) 

An optimal match of the two molecules is reached when O,, is maximal while V,, takes a 
minimum value. The new technology has been tested in a first application by matching the surfaces 
of two flexible proteins Tripsin and PTI (42). In this application the membership functions M, and 
Mv have been calculated from molecular dynamic simulations similar to that reported earlier (30). 
It turned out that the structure of the trypin-PTI complex is very close to that which was found in 
x-ray studies. Studies for the refinement of the method in particular in connection with the domain 
decomposition are in progress. 

V. Conclusions 
It was demonstrated 
technology) enables 

that the capacity of modern graphical work-stations (like texture mapping 
the chemist to 'see' molecular scenarios from a molecule's point of view. 

Model experiments as the docking of a substrate to a receptor or the comparison of molecules of 
different structure but similar chemical activity (like sweeteners) can be performed on a time scale 
of human interaction. It was shown that in particular the concept of molecular surfaces as screens 
for the representation of different properties is very helpful for the discussion of molcular 
recognition i.e. specific intermolecular interactions. This mapping is extremely effective when 
texture mapping capacities of modern work-stations are used. It was demonstrated that the 
introduction of quantities describing local hydrophobicity, surface roughness, surface curvature and 
surface flexibility lead to a better understanding of the "molecular language". The communication 
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with the molecular scenarios is not restricted to a local workstation enviroment. This can be done 
also nonlocally using new network technologies like the World Wide Webb and an object oriented 
programming language (virtual reality modelling language, VRML). Finally, it was shown the the 
pattern recgnition abilities of human beings (which are of dominant importance in the field of 
interactive modelling) can be transfered to a formal algorithmic concept by using fuzzi logic 
strategies. This latter field is, however, still in an early phase of development. 
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